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ABSTRACT
Converting a scanned document to a binary format (black
and white) is a key step in the digitization process. While
many existing binarization algorithms operate robustly for
well-kept documents, these algorithms often produce less
than satisfactory results when applied to old documents, es-
pecially those degraded with stains and other discolorations.
For these challenging documents, user assistance can be ad-
vantageous in directing the binarization procedure. Many
existing algorithms, however, are poorly designed to incor-
porate user assistance. In this paper, we discuss a software
framework, BinarizationShop, that combines a series of bi-
narization approaches that have been tailored to exploit user
assistance. This framework provides a practical approach for
converting difficult documents to black and white.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Binarization is a crucial step in document imaging and a

large body of literature is available on this topic (e.g. [3, 5, 6,
7, 9, 10, 11]). While simple binarization approaches (e.g. [5,
10]) can be used in a fully automated manner for documents
that have uniform appearance and little noise, for older doc-
uments with discolored backgrounds, stains, and biological
damage, more sophisticated “adaptive thresholding” algo-
rithms are required (e.g. [3, 6, 9, 11]).

For difficult documents, even these more sophisticated
adaptive thresholding techniques are unable to be automated
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and require some type of user assistance to help guide the
binarization process. The vast majority of such methods,
however, are poorly designed to effectively exploit user guid-
ance. For example, the approaches in [3, 6, 9, 11] allow the
user to adjust algorithmic parameters, but are still applied in
a global fashion thus producing suboptimal results on doc-
uments with non-uniform image characteristics. The only
exception that we are aware of is the recent work by Lu et
al. [7] that provided a parameter-free binarization approach
where the user was required only to denote regions in the
image that were binarized incorrectly. These user specified
regions could then be further processed in a local manner.
While this approach helps improve results for many docu-
ments, this “lazy-evaluation” style may not be the preferred
way to perform binarization by all users.

The impetus of this work was to develop a comprehensive
software for user-guided binarization of old documents. To
this end, we have built a software suite that combines several
effective binarization approaches that can be used in a flex-
ible manner. In particular, our software, BinarizationShop,
is based on three different methods: the parameter-tuning
adaptive thresholding method by Sauvola and Pietikainen [11],
the interactive thresholding method by Lu et al. [7], and a
new example-based method that uses previous binarization
results on documents with similar image characteristic. For
the parameter-tuning and example-based methods, our soft-
ware has been designed to allow for local processing, thus
allowing all three methods to be used in a global or local
manner. For completeness, we also provide manual cleanup
tools for final touch-up as well as a blending tool to help
verify results.

While the idea of utilizing user assistance is not unique
in digital library applications [1, 4, 8, 12, 13], we are un-
aware of any document binarization technique similar to
our software. We believe this strategy of coupling several
binarization techniques with local and global processing fa-
cilities provides a practical tool for use in the digitization of
old documents. The remainder of this paper overviews our
BinarizationShop software (Section 2) and provides a short
discussion (Section 3).

2. BINARIZATIONSHOP
This section first overviews the BinarizationShop frame-

work and its workflow, followed by details to the individual
binarization approaches and additional features.

2.1 Software Overview
Fig. 1 shows the workflow of the BinarizationShop soft-



Figure 1: An overall view of our system’s workflow, in the sequence of image loading, global and local
binarization using one of three methods, manual editing and output.

Figure 2: Interface of BinarizationShop, an image-
based GUI with markup and binarization tools on
the control panel, together with the result browser.

ware. With a document loaded, the user first chooses one of
the three binarization methods to generate an initial global
binary result. A blending tool allows the results to be over-
layed with adjustable transparency with the original image
to help visually verify the results. For documents with re-
gions where the global result is unsatisfactory, the user can
specify the unsatisfactory regions by drawing on the image
to denote where to perform local binarization. The user can
manually touch-up the results (if necessary) to produce the
final results. As binarized documents are produced they are
made available to be used in the example-based approach.
Our software ranks previous results’ similarity to a newly
loaded document based on image characteristics (i.e. his-
togram similarity).

Fig. 2 shows a screen shot of our software’s interface. The
interface is a typical image-editing GUI that allows an im-
age to be loaded and supports standard manipulation, such
as zoom in, zoom out, and panning. Markup tools and bi-
narization methods are provided in the tools tab of the con-
trol panel on the right side of the interface. The user can
choose the desired method by toggling the corresponding op-
tion. The final binarized results are maintained in the image
browser tab of the control panel.

2.2 Global/Local Parameter-Tuning
One available approach in the BinarizationShop software

is the parameter-tuning method [11], that uses the equation

T (x, y) = m(x, y) · (1− k · (1− s(x, y)/R)), (1)

to decide the threshold T (x, y) for each image pixel (x, y)
with intensity I(x, y). This approach uses the local mean
m(x, y) and the local standard deviation s(x, y) of the in-
tensities inside a window centered at (x, y)1. The term R
is fixed to 128 for 0 − 255 grayscale values. The term k
is a positive parameter that needs be tuned. A slider-tool
is provided on the control panel for the user to try differ-
ent k values and evaluate the result. The procedure can be
performed quickly (≈ 2s) to provide quick visual feedback.

For well-kept documents this method typically produces
satisfactory results for the whole image, while for difficult
documents (as shown in Fig. 3) local processing may be
necessary. For local k-tuning, our software provides a region
markup tool (red brush) for the user to specify the region
in need of a better k. By re-adjusting the k value for the
selected region, the local result can be improved.

2.3 Interactive Binarization
The interactive method [7] is based on the following thresh-

olding formula adaptive to the local mean:

T (x, y) = m(x, y)− sb, (2)

where sb is the estimated standard deviation of the back-
ground of the entire document or a specified local region.
When using this method, the formula with the globally-
estimated sb is first applied. An initial result with some
erroneous regions may be obtained, as the example shown
in the Fig. 3. For local processing, the user needs to only
roughly indicate the region that is incorrect, by drawing
coarse markup. The region is automatically extracted using
an Markov Random Field segmentation technique (see [7] for
more details), and highlighted in yellow if the user chooses to
display it. The region is then re-binarized using Eq. 2 with
the locally-estimated sb. The software provides global and
local buttons on the control panel to run the corresponding
operations.

1The local window should cover at least 1–2 written charac-
ters. For our documents, the window size is fixed to 31× 31
for images of 150 dpi resolution. The window size for higher-
resolution images is adjusted using the same ratio.



Compared with the parameter-tuning method, the inter-
active approach is easier to operate because it does not re-
quire a “try and see” procedure as need with parameter-
tuning. However, the performance of this method depends
on the estimation of sb, which may be less accurate than
a result that can obtained with careful global and local
parameter-tuning.

2.4 Global/Local Example Learning
Digitization typically involves imaging a series of doc-

uments from the same source (e.g. a book or a diary).
As more and more binary images are generated, a set of
training-data is obtained. The example-based approach ex-
ploits this availability of examples. The approach works as
follows. For each pixel in a new image, we compute a fea-
ture vector with the following five (5) features: the pixel’s
intensity, local intensity mean, local intensity standard devi-
ation, local mean of the image gradient magnitude, and the
image local contrast (the difference between the maximum
and minimum intensity values inside a local window). The
user chooses a similar image from the previous results as an
example. For all pixels in this example image, we also com-
pute the same five (5) features. To decide how to binarize
the input image, a KNN classifier [2] is used as follows: for
each pixel in the new image, we search for the K nearest
pixels in the training-examples based on the Euclidean dis-
tance between the input and examples feature vectors. In
our implementation we use K = 9. A pixel in the input
image is colored either black or white based on the majority
color of its K nearest neighbors (e.g. if the majority of the
K nearest neighbors are white, the input pixel is colored
white).

We sort the example images selected by the user based
on how similar they are to the input image using histogram
ranking, as shown in the third row of Fig. 3. In the re-
sult browser, the candidate examples are displayed in the
similarity-decreasing order, with the similarity score defined
as the Euclidean distance between the intensity histograms
of two images. With the ranking order as reference, the user
can select the desired example image by dragging it onto the
working image. A global result is then generated by KNN,
with the training data from the entire example image.

This method can also be locally implemented. An exam-
ple is shown the fourth row of Fig. 3. The user needs to
separately markup the local regions in the example image
(using a green brush tool), as well as in the working image
(using a red brush tool). Once the user drags the selected
example region onto the working region, a local result is gen-
erated, with the training data limited to the example region.
As the pixels in two local regions share higher similarity, a
better result can be obtained.

2.5 Manual Editing
Although the provided global and local tools can correctly

binarize the majority of the degraded document, errors are
unavoidable, especially for difficult regions. To correct er-
rors, foreground, background and erase brushes are provided.
The foreground brush allows the user to label any pixel as
foreground. Conversely, the background brush is used to re-
move any pixel mistakenly binarized as foreground. At last,
the eraser brush helps remove any modification made with
the other brush.

3. SUMMARY
We have presented a comprehensive software for convert-

ing scanned documents to black and white. Our approach
is based loosely after commercial softwares, such as Pho-
toshop, and provides a set of tools at the user’s disposal.
This allows flexibility and personal preference as how to best
perform the binarization task based on a particular input.
Since binarization is often performed on a series of similar
documents, we have also incorporated an example-based ap-
proach that can leverage previous results. One fundamental
idea in our approach is the ability to process parts of the
document locally to achieve a better result. We believe this
software framework provides a valuable tool for use in the
digitization of old documents.
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[Global/Local Parameter-Tuning] The first image shows the input document with two zoomed regions that exhibit
different characteristics. The second image shows the results obtained by tuning the adaptive thresholding parameter globally.
The user can highlight the region that should be processed locally. The third image shows the local result.

[Interactive Thresholding] The first image shows the input document with two zoomed regions that exhibit different
characteristics. The second image shows the results obtained automatically. The result is not satisfactory in the middle of the
region. The user can draw a line to denote this region. The third image shows the complete automatically-extracted region
and the local result.

[Global Example-Based] The first image shows the user selecting an example from a set of previously cleaned results to
process the new input. The second image shows a comparison of the example and input image. The third image shows the
global results, note that one part of the image is not satisfactory.

[Local Example-Based] The first image shows the user selecting only a local region of the example and applying to a local
region in the input document. The second image shows a comparison of the example and input image. An improved result is
shown in the third image.

Figure 3: BinarizationShop provides various approaches to achieve a binarized image. The approaches are
demonstrated here.


